


February 4

Variety/Varieté (1925)
Directed by E.A. Dupont, the film stars Emil Jannings and Lya De Putti in Germany’s 
most successful movie of the year. Its melodramatic love triangle between acrobats 
features cinematographer Karl Freund’s innovating “unchained camera technique” 
at the circus. Commissioned score composed by Amy Denio with live performance 
by Amy Denio Ensemble.

Introduction by CineClub host Dr. Kirsten Moana Thompson,  
Director of Film Studies Program at Seattle University.

Directed by H.K. Breslauer, this feature is based on the dystopian 
novel of the same title by Jewish author Hugo Bettauer. This Austrian 
Expressionist film predicted the rise of Nazism, with Jews attacked 
and forced to leave their homes. Shortly after the premier of the film 
in 1924, the author was murdered by a member of the Nazi Party. The 
film was believed to have been lost for decades. After being 
rediscovered in a Paris flea market in 2015, it has now been restored 
and returned to the cinema screen.

Commissioned score is by German composer Günter A. Buchwald, who will 
also conduct and perform with an ensemble from the Seattle based non-profit 
organization, Music of Remembrance.

Introduction by CineClub host Nikolaus Wostry, Head of movie Collections 
from the Austrian Film Archiv

A CineClub discussion on The Paramount stage, with representatives 
from local Jewish organizations, will immediately follow the film.

Special thanks to Eva Kammel, Honorary Consul of Austria for WA, ID, MT

VIEWS OF THE WORLD
February 4 - March 4 • All films start at 7:00pm

The Paramount Theatre

CineClub Discussion immediately follows all films

Individual tickets available at stgpresents.org 

Groups of 10+ save by calling 206.315.8054

February 11

A Man There Was/Terje Vigen (1917)
Directed by Victor Sjöström, the film is based on an epic poem by Henrik Ibsen 
and commonly cited as the film that launched Sweden’s first golden age of 
filmmaking. Set during the Napoleonic Wars, it tells the story of a fisherman 
so desperate to obtain food for his starving family that he tries to break through 
a British blockade, only to find himself at the mercy of extraordinary forces. 
The stunning cinematography captures the harsh unforgiving quality of the 
ever-present sea. Sjöström would later have a notable career in Hollywood. 
Musical accompaniment by Tedde Gibson on the Mighty Wurlitzer Organ.

Introduction by CineClub host Amanda Doxtater, Assistant Professor of Swedish & 
Scandinavian Studies at University of Washington.

Presented in association with the Nordic Museum.

March 4

Asphalt (1929) 
Directed by Joe May, the film is a sensual drama of life in the Berlin underworld 
and in many ways is the perfect summation of German filmmaking in the silent 
era. This film noir treasure, in its dazzling visual style, stars German American 
actress Betty Amann. Musical accompaniment by Donna Parker on the Mighty 
Wurlitzer Organ.

Introduction by CineClub host Janice Findley, local filmmaker.

February 25

Laila (1929)
This epically scaled Norwegian feature comes from Danish-German director and noted 
cinematographer George Schnéevoigt, who brings on-location shooting in Northern 
Scandinavia. Laila is separated from her parents as a baby and raised by a wealthy reindeer 
owner in the frozen tundra. She grows into a young woman of two worlds, torn between 
two suitors and two cultures—the Sami/Indigenous people and the dominant white 
Norwegians. Based on a literary work, this film is expertly photographed with a modern 
cinematic flair. Musical accompaniment by Tedde Gibson on the Mighty Wurlitzer Organ.

Introduction by CineClub Host Dr. Troy Storfjell (Sámi), Director of Native American and 
Indigenous Studies Program and Professor of Nordic Studies at Pacific Lutheran University.

Presented in association with the Nordic Museum.

We hope you will also join us this Spring for a  
very special Silent Movie Monday engagement:

April 15

The City Without Jews/Die Stadt Ohne Juden (1926) 


